EYFS Profile exemplification
Learning journey
Literacy

ELG09 – Reading
Children read and understand simple sentences. They use
phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them
aloud accurately. They also read some common irregular words.
They demonstrate understanding when talking with others
about what they have read.
Explanatory notes
The child uses cues such as pictures, letter/word recognition, knowledge of the story or
context and reading for meaning, in order to help them comprehend a range of fiction
and non-fiction texts. The child blends and segments words independently and applies
their phonic knowledge to regular and irregular unfamiliar words. The child shares his
or her feelings and ideas about what they have read with others.
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Children read and understand simple sentences. They use
phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them
aloud accurately. They also read some common irregular words.
They demonstrate understanding when talking with others
about what they have read.

READING

right, saying each letter sound,

pictures to the words.
then blending them together.

pointed to letters in turn, left to

p-a-n, pan”. For each word, she

say: s-i-t, sit, p-a-t, pat, t-i-p, tip,

egg…b-a-t, bat”. She then quickly matched the

read the CVC words, saying “b-a-g, bag…e-g-g,
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the words in her reading book.”
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3rd November: “M’s reading is just getting better and better

anything she can – we call her a spelling machine!”

31st October: “She is a star! She reads everything and
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Phonics books and build words. She has been singing your

12th October: “Tonight M just wanted to look at Jolly

out CVC words – we are very proud of her too!”
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Notes from M’s parent, written in home-school link book

a “Baby Bear voice”.
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They had then been left available for children to use in child

been used earlier in the week during adult led activities.

The story props and promt cards for “Whatever Next!” had

23 r d November

M and B were playing with the “Whatever Next!” story
props. These had been used earlier in the week during adult
led activities. They had then been left for children to use in
their self-initiated activities. M and B told the story, acting
it out with the props. M said “no, we haven’t done the
other bits yet…space boots on…helmet on…and then
whoosh…on the moon!” when B tried to move the story on
too quickly!

23 r d November

